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 hack games, the title has been released on Steam on August 13, 2018 for Microsoft Windows, the PlayStation 4 and the
Nintendo Switch, and is available on the Wii U eShop on July 28, 2018 in Japan only. Touhou Luna Nights includes online

multiplayer and leaderboards via the Nintendo Switch Online app. Plot The story begins in the original Touhou universe, where
the player character is a prisoner under the jurisdiction of the Order of the Celestial Buddhi. A rival order of Bishamonten, the

Heavenly Rat, has taken control of the government and the Order of the Celestial Buddhi has been exterminated. The player
character escapes from the Order of the Celestial Buddhi and engages in a duel against Bishamonten, the winner to have the

emperor release their allies. After the duel, it is revealed that the player character was poisoned by the Heavenly Rat to gain the
power of the "Qilin Eye" and become a powerful minion of Bishamonten. Touhou Luna Nights is set six years after the end of
Touhou Project 6: The Return of the Celestial Bath. The player character and the Touhou Project cast have been merged into

the Order of the Celestial Buddhi, who have taken control of the country, with Komei Kōsaka as the emperor. Gameplay
Touhou Luna Nights is a traditional metroidvania game with a heavy emphasis on exploration and action. The game's engine is

developed from the engine of Touhou Project 4: Mask of the Sun's Eclipse and Touhou Project 11: Touhou Project, and is
based on the Unity game engine. A key element of Touhou Luna Nights is its use of the "puzzlescape", a set of connected
interconnected "rooms" which are a simple 2D level with a few unique items, enemies, and traps, but can be solved by the

player in multiple different ways. The puzzlescape is a well-known feature of Touhou Project, and Touhou Luna Nights is the
first Touhou game to use it. Touhou Luna Nights is the second Touhou game to use the Unity engine. The game is a "single-

player plus online multiplayer" game; the game can be played alone, or with two to four players using local multiplayer over Wi-
Fi or over the Nintendo Switch Online app and the Internet, up to eight players in a split-screen multiplayer game, and two

players in a cooperative mode. Development The 82157476af
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